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This study is a comparative analysis  of the vocabularies of 
Horn and Peterson's The Basic Vocabulary of  Business Letters    and 
the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary.2    Both books purport to present  a 
list of  words most frequently encountered by stenograpners and stu- 
dents of  shorthand. 
The, Basic Vocabulary of Business  Letters,  published "in answer 
to repeated requests for data on the words appearing most frequently 
in business letters,"3 is  a frequency list specific to business 
writing.    Although the book carries trie copyright  date of 1943,  the 
vocabulary was compiled much earlier.    The  listings  constitute  a part 
of the data used in the preparation of the 10,000 words making up the 
ranked frequency  list compiled by Ernest Horn and  staff and published 
in 1926 under the title of A Basic iritina Vocabulary;     10,000 ^[ords 
Lost Commonly Used in .Vriting.    The introduction to that publication 
gives credit to Lliss Cora Crowder for tne contribution of her Master's 
study at the University of Uinnesota concerning words found in busi- 
ness writing.    With additional data from supplementary sources,  trie 
complete listing  represents twenty-six classes of  business,  as followsi 
1. Liscellaneous 
2. Florists 
3. automobile manufacturers  and sales companies 
Ernest Horn and Thelma Peterson, The Bajic Vocabulary, of 
Business  Letters   (New York:    Gregg Publishing Company),   1943- 
^^hnRobert Gregg, Gre££ Shorthand Dictionary. (New York: 
Gregg Publishing Company), 1930. 
3Horn and Peterson,   op_.  cit.,  p.  1. 
4. (Wholesale and retail druggists 
5. Manufacturers of clothing and textiles 
6. Dealers in lumber and furniture 
7. Manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers of foodstuffs 
8. Law firms 
9. Insurance companies 
10. Dealers in crockery and china 
11. Building and construction companies 
12. Community organizations 
13. Coal and oil companies 
14. Electrical supply companies 
15. Medical supply companies 
16. School supply companies 
17. Banks; loan and investment companies 
18. Public utilities 
19. Dealers in hardware and machinery 
20. Car and truck companies 
21. Railroad and express companies 
22. Steel and iron manufacturers 
23. Schools, churches, and libraries 
24. Department stores 
25. Publishers 
26. Farmers 
The aiain part  of the book consists of more than 14,000 words 
listed alphabetically with their assigned frequency ranks and the 
number of times each word was  found in the total of 1,436,223 running 
words.    Three appendices are provided,  listing (A.) the 5,226 most-used 
words arranged in the order of their frequency,   (B)  omitted abbrevia- 
tions,  and  (C)  omitted fractions and numbers. 
The reliability of the assigned ranks beyond the  rank of 5,225 
is open to  question.    Humphrey has tabulated an analysis  showing that 
the  first 5,000 words represent 1,133,064 of the total 1,436,223 running 
words examined.    He  shows that "approximately 40$ of all the different 
words written ocourred only once or twice"t    4,217 occurred only once; 
1,772 occurred only twice. 
*Horn and Peterson,  op.  cit.,  pp.  4-5. 
5Clyde W.  Humphrey,  "Is Word Frequency Misused?"    The Business 
Education World,  XXV, No.  9  (May,  1945),  p.  468. 
The Gregg  Shorthand Dictionary was  revised in  1930 to conform 
to changes  in shorthand     ratlines  incorporated in the Jknriverscry 
Fdition of the (jre^g; Shorthand manual and supplementary materials. 
The revision took account of hi;;;h-frequency words nnii eliminated many 
of the  infrequent terms that appeared  in the  older editions.    The 
dictionary purported tc   contain "nearly 19,000 most  frequently used 
words"- but,  because  of duplicate  listings,  actually contains con- 
siderably  fewer different words.     In general,  the words are  arranged 
in alphabetical order, but derivatives and like  outlines are placed 
under key words to facilitate the  learning of shorthand outlines. 
Some words haw also a third or  fourth listing in juxtaposition  to 
certein basic  outlines,   irrespective  of their  alphabetical  sequence. 
For example,  "apartment," "compartment," and "department," besides 
appearing in alphabetical order,  recur under each  of the other words 
in this  group  and as  derivatives of "part";  thus each appears four 
times  in the body  of the book.    The  following comment in the Intro- 
duction gives  special mention of the  treatment of such items: 
"Derivatives  in every case are grouped under the  rcot word 
in accessible  form.    Since the  root words  in type project 
slightly beyond the margin of the type  column, the  finding 
of any word is greally.facilitated—it is necessary  only 
to  look down the  comparatively  small list of root words 
that stand out at tne   left of each column. 
"Direct  derivatives,  and  in some  cases  closely allied words, 
are  listed under their  root words.     This  has been dene ir 
order  to emphasize th«  value  c^ the :*-elogical building of 
outlines,  and also  in the belief that the practice  of a 
group of related outlines  is more  valuable than the practice 
of the  isolated outlines."7 
6John Robert 'iregg, Grogg Shorthand Dictimarj   (Hew York:     Gregg 
Publishing  Company,  1330),  p.  v. 
7Ibid., p.  v. 
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Other groupings,  primarily to aid the learner in mastery of 
principles  for analogous words,   are provided in the Introduction of 
the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary.    Most of the words thus  listed are 
also presented in the body of the  book.    The following tabulation 
shows the total number of words listed,  the number of duplicates,  and 
the total number of different words in the  entire dictionary. 
In Body of Dictionaryj 
Number of words listed 18,671 
Number of duplicates    90S 
Number of different words    17,766 
In Introduction of Dictionary! 
Number of words listed        548 
Number of words  repeated in body.   .       496 
Number of different words listed 
only in Introduction  §i 
Total number of different words in 
entire dictionary   17,818 
The souroe from which the words were  selected for inclusion in 
the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary,  according to Louis A.  Leslie, who 
compiled the present edition, was "Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. 
Third Edition8 of the Merriam Series,  printed in 1929,  Copyright 
date, 1925."     In a letter dated February 13,  1946,  Mr. Leslie made 
the following  comment» 
"Out of the 100,000 words given in Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary I  included every word except those for which 
the outline is  so easy that no one would be inclined to 
look in the dictionary and those that occur so very in- 
SDeviations  from Webster's authorized forms in the use of the 
hyphen may be noted in the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary presentation of 
words beginning with the prefix "non."    No printing of the Third 
Edition of Webster's Collegiate Dictionary shows a hyphen in such 
words as "noncommissioned."  "nonappearance,"  "noncombatant," "nonparti- 
oipating," "nonsubscriber,"  etc.    * hyphen is used in the Gregg. 
Shorthand Dictionary forms. 
frequently that there would be little  or no demand for 
them*" 
His  stated criteria for  selecting the words -verei 
"1.  The  shorthand outline for the word must not be one 
so simple that the  shorthand writer would have no 
cause to  look it up.    Therefore,   such words as <•-.; 
and rat fire  omitted,  regardless of  frequency. 
"2. The word must be  ont. for which the  shorthand writer 
might sometime have  occasion to want en outline.   .   . »9 
i?ecause  the  selection was  admittedly subjective* he preferred "to 
include  son.e words unnecessarily rsther than  to exclude  any word 
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that  a vn-iter might have  occasion to lee'    "or." 
Quissions of s me high-frequency words ar<   accounted for in 
the  statement in the  Introduction that "The words  for which the 
shorthand forms are  immediately obvious have been omi+t'3d" and the 
following classifications  cf words  that "have been eliminated as 
being unnecessary": 
"1. Short,  simple words  that any  student who  is  still 
v.orking on the oarly part  of the J'.ar.uel  can easily 
write  such words  as  cat,  dog,  etc. 
n2.  Purely  'dictionary words.'    Every word in the  list 
of nearly 13,000  is  a word  in  ^ood usage.   .   .   . 
"3.  Certain derivatives that *   i  formed in accordance 
with the rules given in  '   a textbook,   such PS the 
numerous  derivatives of tne  suffix ulate,  and some 
others.     In order to  save   space and make  ream for 
more  root woras,  a  complete tfible  of these  suffix 
derivatives  is given in this  Introduction.     In  case 
there should be  doubt as to the  correct writing of 
one  of the  derivatives,   reference to this  table will 
make  the matter  clear. JtlO 
^Lct.or,    litfed Few     rj   ". ',   11 ■'■■b. 
John T.obert Gregg,  Gregg Shorthand Pic    nary   ("lew York: 
Gregg Publishing  Ccnp«ay,   1?2C), p.  v. 
Since  the Gregg  list involves  sound-symbols  as well as word-forms, 
whereas the I orn-Peterpr.r  list  is concerned only with the written 
word-forms,  deviations  logically evolve  in certain entries,    rossessives, 
singular or plural,  having the  same  sound as a form already recorded 
are  omitted in the  Gregg list.     They are necessarily  included in the 
llorn-reterson  list  of various word-forms. 
The  simplicity  cf modifying a basic shorthand outline by the 
addition of a dot  to  represent  "ing" and a  simple  s-stroi:e  for  "ings" 
-ustifies the  omission of these  derivative  forms  in the Gregg  list, 
but they may not be  omitted in a ranked frequency list. 
The  incidence  of possessives and forms ending in    ing    or    i^gs 
can be measured in the present  study,  and  consideration is given to 
these  differences  in the reported findirgs. 
Certain negligible differences  sre  discoverable  &lso  in the 
occurrence  of two entries  in the Gregg  list for  two separate  sounds 
of a single word-form,   requiring only one entry in the Horn-Peterson 
list,  as  in the  case  of "live"  (verb) and "live"  (adjective).     Vari- 
ations  in  spelling of such words as  "reenforce," "reinforce," though 
rare,   should be  considered in  a total count of alphabetized items. 
Variations  in the  use of the  hyphen,  however,  do not disturb the 
structure  of  comparison and thus do not limit the  comparability. 
ii'ith the exception of  the  itens just mentioned,  the two books 
offer  comparable materials  as  vocabularies purporting to present 
the words most likely to be encountered in the  shorthand-reporting 
of business writing. 
Utilization of Vocabulary List?   in 
Shorthand  Instruction 
Vocabulary list's  and word-frequency ranks  hav9 been used ex- 
tensively  in  the  construction  of instructional materials  in stenog- 
raphy and typewriting end in testing  and measuring of abilities  in 
these  fie 1 is.    Brief mention is made  here  of some textbooks end 
research studies  specific to Gregg  shorthand which have  given  con- 
sideration to word-frequency content. 
In the  preparation  of the Anniversary Edition of Gregg 
Shorthand (1929),   one  of the  first  steps was "en exhaustive analysis 
of the  words  contained in the  Horn and the harvard studies of tne 
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con-ftrative   frequency of words.' 
Gre---' Soeed Studies,  Anniversary Edition,  a compenion to 
C Shorthand Manual,  includes the  5,000 most  frequently occur- 
ring words. 
A compilation of high-frequency words,  together with their 
shorthand forms,  was  published ir  1931  under the title  of ",000 
L.ost-lsei Shorthand Ferns.    The booklet is  arganized to present 
the words  in sequences  corresponding to the  arrangement  of the 
shorthand principles  in the Gregg Shorthand Manual. 
Direct-Method Materials   for Gre —  Shorthand, by Ann Brewington 
and nelen  I.  Soutter,  is  "restricted to the  10,000 most common words, 
exclusive  of prooer names, with at least 75 per  cent of the words 
selected from the  first 5,000 of the most  common words  in early 
units."   .   .   .  "The vocabulary is  selected from Horn's  Basic 
12 John Hobert Gregg, Greg^ Shorthand (New York:    Gregg 
Publishing  Company,   1329 
lir a 
), p.  iv. 
Writing  Vocabulary and Thorndike' s Teacher's ftord Beek." 
The  vocabulary of Direct Practice Units  for  Beginning Grej 
Shorthand, by Ode11,   Howe,   and Stuart "is  limited at  first to the 
commonest 500 words  from Horn's  Basic .Vriting Vocaoulary  or a com- 
parable word  list (Thorndike, Ayres,  and Dewey)." 
mhe materials of the  Correlated Dictation and Tronscription,  by 
Forkner,   Osborne,  and  O'Brien,   represent "a controlled vocabulary cf 
3,000 most-used woris  from Horn's caaic V.rritinc  Vocabulary plus 
names of ail  cities in the United States with a population of 
100,000 or more,  the names of the  forty-eight states,  and common 
proper najres—only these  and all thise  are   used." 
Shorthand Skills  Based on  iii^h-Frequency '.'fords  and Phrases,  by 
Ernestine Donaldsoi,   utilizes  horn's Basic .Vriting Vocabulary. 
Greg;.   Shorthand,   Direct-Approach -.ethod, by William   h.   Ode 11 
and Esta Ross Stuart,   limits the  initial learning ef shorthand to a 
basic vojabulery of 550 high-frequency words which encempass practically 
17 all the  shorthand principles. 
Lassenberry,  in  1928, analyzed Horn's r.asic writing  Vocabul.rj.  in 
terms  of the  principles of shorthand presented in the older edition 
of the  Gregg Shorthand Manual,   to determine  the  impertenoe  of prefixes 
13Ann 3rewington and Helen I.   Soutter,  DirectMethod Materials 
por  Jreg- Shorthand  (Hew York:    Gregg Publishing Company,  1033;, 
po. v-vi. 
l%illiam R. Ode 11, Clyde E. Howe, and Esta Hess Stuart, Direct 
Practice Units for Beginning Gregg Shorthand, Teacher's Manual 
(New York: Gregg Publishing Company, 1936), p. 7. 
ISHamden L. Forkner, Agnes S. Osborne, James E. O'Brien, 
iorrelsteil Dictation and Transcription (Boston: D. 3. Heath and 
Company,   1941),  pp.   1^57 
^Ernestine  C.  Donaldson,   Shorthand Skills  (Minneapolis: 
Burgess. 1936). ,     t, 
l7mUiain  R.  Ode 11  and Esta  .loss  Stuart,  Gregg Shortnnnd Direct- 
Approach .ethod (Eew York:    Gregg Publishing  Company,  194*J. 
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and suffixes.18    James  Crawford,   in Blaster's  research study in 19*0, 
extended the analysis  of prefixes  and suffixes  oeourring  in the 
IS 
10,000  commonest words  and determined their weighted credit value 
Claude i'.erper used the  Horn list in  an analysis and comparison 
of the vocabularies  of Functional Lethod Dictation by Louis A.  Leslie 
and Speed Drills  in Greg?  Shorthand by Louis A.  Leslie  and Charles 
20 E.  Zcubek. 
The vocabulary  content of various dictation books  end in- 
structional materials  for advanced sherthand courses usually give 
some   consideration te word-frequencies through sectioning certain 
portions according to the frequency rankB  involved or by specifying, 
in the preface  or teacher's manual or publisher's  announcements,  the 
extent of  vocabulary oontrel in thr*  pjstire book. 
180    n    Les-.rnberry,   "Ion-essential  Suffixes  rnd Prefixes," 
.^search'st»die.i  ir. Commercial ^uc^ion. So.   Ill, University of Iowa, 
1928." _      .. 
T. J«unes Crawford,  "Frequency sf Use oi Gregg Sherth&na 
Pr»fixes and Suffixes" (Master's theci. ) University of Pittsburgh, 1940. 
-°0.   Claus° Herper,  "A Comparison and Analysis  of the  Vec-cu- 
lsrios of Functional Method Dictation and Speed Drills in (ireZz 
Shorthand"  (Master's thesis]  Oklahoma Agricultural and Meotarloa1 




-,.,  -rfiiimit'rj-   iata fror. the two  lir^s *ere prepared by two 
persons,   one going through both hooka simultaneously   and  calling 
- - and V.------;■•-•■: each word to tb • - r0""!- "•••: *y?ed the 
, ;  in  one   of three   columns  to   list  (1) word:   f       i  ia both the 
Sregg  list  and the   ! >r -Peterson lie*,   'X   words   found in the Eern- 
rson  list  1 at  not   found in the   Jr?0:  list,   (3.) v.c: l in 
the   ,ret    Hst bu1   not  found ir Horn-Peterson list.     "hen 
:_   the   .,   b    nst appeared   »u*      ' alphrbetioal oraer,  the3 
irked   ....     B  ...   Pi8]    sc  t,       they could be isolated later and 
examined for  duplicates. 
After the preliminary   iata   Prea the  two  cooks were  ccr, U      I. 
-.   ,.rrdc -,,r      -..::. bhe investigator s    i two assistants.     Theze 
.,_..__   .   rere  oolleg6 seniors ai     aejors  in business education. 
_.   „9l,*, •    the ure:; Shorthand Dictionary, the other assis- 
tant  held  .    . _jlc _,o^i±ri-  of :iuslnes1 Le-^s,.     The  investigator. 
whc held the typed  list of   lata,  called     rt each word and designated 
the  column in the  date, in whl-1 th-  word appeared.    \-~ *he   selling 
<md   si-:".'    •   of each v;oro,   the  assistants   re] - *' -   the entry 
 r       .     By   -his method,   all  of the   words  in the   ' ibulated   li 
were   verified. 
The words  on the typed oa.es   of the   recorded data were then 
counted,  end a notation was r, de  of the  number of words  in each   column. 
These   figures were  totaled on the adding  machine.    As a double   check, 
the  werds   >n  sach  page   of the GreiS list  were  counted mentally and 
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totaled, on the addir-~ machine.     The  figures  -/ere  found to a^ree  with 
the  totals obtained for the  correspond!'.0 columns  of the  recorded 
data.    The  same  procedure was followed Tor Hern-Peterson list, 
and the totals were found to agree. 
After the double  check was mode,  the words marked with an 
asterisk  (words  lot  in alphabetic sequence) were typed in alphabetical 
order and reolaesified as to whether or not they werr  "repeats";   i.e., 
.-  that .vere found appearing twice  or more.    (See Appendix D.) 
The  "repeats" were then excluded from the Gre^g list  ia order to 
ascertain the  total nuirber o^ different words.     In the process  of 
checking, and verification,   difficulties were  encountered in  locating 
in  the orej.   Shorthtm    Dictionary words  that did not appear  in 
alphabetical  order.     For example,   "monoxide" has  only one  listing- 
appearing under "exygen"}  "anarchy," has  only one  listing under 
"monarchy."    Such items were  compiled in a separete   reference  list 
(Appendix E). 
The   last  step  in determining the  number of different words  in the 
C-reoc;  list was the  treatment of the words appearing   in the  Introduction 
of the Gre^.r  Shorthand Diet: y.ary.    These words were  clcssified 
;riing to whether they also  appeared in the body   of the dictionary. 
An examination of the words that were not included suggested the 
possibility that  they might be  of insufficient frequency tc have a 
place  in the bodj   of the dictionary.    Accordingly,  Tho Basic Vocabulary 
of ^si  ess  Letters  P-  i A  ?;.sic   ^ritin^  Vocabulary:   10,000 Tfords Most 
Oorir-jnly  Csed  in  Writing were  used to determine whether the  frequency 
ranks might account for the omission of the words  in the body of the 
Greeg list. 
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The   final alphabetized lists were  examined for the relative 
proportions  of v/ords  representing each letter of the alphabet, 
and frequency distributions were made for each vocabulary   on the 
basis  of the  initial letter to give  a preliminary indication   of 
consistency of samplings. 
As was mentioned on page 7,  the two lists  are not similar in 
the  inclusion  of possessives and the suffixes  "ing" and "ings." 
All T.'ords involving these  f«r»rs were therefore  isolated frorr. both 
lists  fer comparison to determine tr. >.»hHt extent these  factors 
would account for the  dii.'erences  in the  findings.    Deviations in 
the use  of the hyphen do nrt affect the count,    "tfhen  such deriva- 
tives  occurred,  they were noted in  the typed data by writing the 
word without the hyphen and putting in parentheses the carr.e -.vord 
with c hyphen. 
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CIIAPT2P Ill 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The C-reg."  ohorthand Dictionary,  announced es  cor.tainin-j  "the 
19,000 ittost frequently used words, actually presents  17,766 
different words  in the body of the book and 52 adiitionsl words in 
the   Introduction,   for which  shorthand outlines may be   found.     A 
total  of IS,671 items are  listed in the body of the dictionary;  rf 
these,  905 ere  words  that recur in nonalphebetic  sequence,  i sually 
erouped under the stem words. 
The  horn-Peterson Basic  Vocabulary   of Easiness  Letters, 
announced as  listing  14,b34 words was  found, by  count,  tc  contain 
14,721 words. 
The twc books were  found to be  similar in frequency distribution 
of words by initial  letter.    Tebl*  x givas the  total number of words 
in the two books and their alphabetic distribution. 
Three ir.ajor lists of words were evolved from analysis of the 
two books. Appendix A gives the words that appear in both vocab- 
ularies, Appendix B. gives the words included in the lorn-Peter son 
list but not found in the Gregg list, and Appendix C gives the words 
included in the Greg,: list but not found in the Horn-Peterson list. 
This listing excludes all duplicates found in the 0rego Shorthand 
Dictionary. 
The duplicated words  recorded in the body of the Gregg  Shorthand 
Dictionary are  given in Appendix D, with a notation of the number of 
times each word appeared. 
£1John Robert Gregg,  Gregg Shorthand Dictionary (New York:    Gregg 
Publishing  Company,   1930),  p.  v. 
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TABLE I 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION,   BY INITIAL LETTER,   OF '.V2RDS  III TliE 
uaEGG LIST, HORI<T-F£T2RSO:; LIST,  VOCABULARY COXJ01J TO 
BOTH LISTS,   AND THE RESIDUAL VOCA3ULARIES 
Initial Oregg H-P Vocabulary liregg H-P 
Letter List* List Common to 
Both 
Only Only 
A 1125 995 474 651 521 
B 530 774 202 328 572 
c 1522 1592 700 822 892 
D 107U 923 407 663 516 
I 878 684 330 548 354 
? 563 630 213 350 417 
Q 422 361 135 287 226 
H 596 443 184 412 259 
I 1209 666 366 843 300 
J 108 108 36 72 72 
K 67 89 29 38 60 
L 600 498 216 384 282 
!' 918 638 296 622 342 
IT 369 265 135 234 130 
0 449 361 169 280 192 
P 1609 1183 542 1067 641 
Q 90 64 32 58 32 
B 1116 1009 390 726 619 
a 2076 1663 691 1385 972 
T 997 759 351 646 408 
U 625 325 165 460 160 
368 214 104 264 110 
392 430 177 215 253 
3 2 0 3 2 
43 40 19 24 21 
21 5 5 16 0 
Total 17,766 14,721 6,368 11,398 8,353 
•Excluding duplicates. 
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There were  1,074 words  out of alphabetical order in the body 
•f the Greg^ Shorthand Dictionary.    Out of the  total 1,074 words, 
905 were  found to oe  duplicates.    The  remaining 16? words that were 
not repeated are marked by  an asterisk in Appendix C and are also 
shown in Appendix E.    Table  II shews the distribution of words that 
appeared out of alphabetical  order in the body of the Gregg Shorthand 
Dictionary. 
In addition to the words  in the body  of the Gregg Shorthand 
Dictionary the  Introduction of the book presents 548 words;  of these, 
496 were  found to appear in the body of the dictionary.    These words 
are given in Appendix P.    The  frequency ranks  of the remaining  52 
words  of the Greg^-  Shorthand Dictionary were examined in The Basic 
Vocabulary of Business  Letters and A Basic Writing Vocabulary: 
10,000 '/fords fr.oet  Commonly Used in Writing.     It was found that  21 of 
the  52 words were  derivatives  involving merely the  addition of nsn 
or "ed" to the  form of listed words.    There were  28 words that were 
not given a   frequency rank in either book.    Only 12 were given a 
frequency rank in the Horn  list  of 10,000 and 23 words were reported 
in the  Horn-Peterson list.    The  analysis of the content of the 
Introduction to the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary was made for the 
purpose  of ascertaining an accurate  count of the different words 
contained in the Gregg list.    The findings reported in the  following 
discussion pertain only to the vocabulary presented in the body of 
the Greg;.; Shorthand Dictionary. 
Of the  17,766 different words in the body of the Gregg Shorthand 
Dictionary and the  14,721 words  in the  Horn-Peterson Basic Vocabulary 
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of Business  Letters,   6,368 appear in both lists.    These words 
represent 35.8."? of the different words  found in the  Gregg list 
and  43.2,'J of the total words  in the horn-Peterson  list. 
reference was made earlier to the  fact that omission of meny 
"ing" words  in the Greg/; list  is  to be expected because the termina- 
tion  is expressed in shorthand by merely a dot  after the outline. 
The  relatively  few instances in  the Greg,-, list ©? words ending in 
"ins" ,r  "ings" were   found to be  entities rather than derivatives. 
(Examples:    awning,  bookkeeping,   cunning,  furnishings).     Possessive 
forms ere  likewise Knitted in  the Gregg list since the  shcrthand 
•utline is  determined by sound and is unaffected by apostrophes. 
Table  III gives the  comparative  data on  these  items, which should 
be  considered in estirating the extent of agreement in the two 
■vroabularies. 
■Vhen allowance  is made for these  classes of words, necessary 
in a frequency list *f word-forms but of little value in a shorthand 
reference  list, the proportion of agreement represents  54;i coverage, 
actual or  implied. 
A portion of the remaining  46"« of The Basic  Vocabulary of 
Business  Letters  can be attributed to the  arbitrary •mission in 
the Gregg  list of a  class of words specified in the  criteria for 
selection as "short,   simple words that any  student  .   .   .   can easily 
22 write such words as  cat, deb,  etc."      Any attempt,  however,  to esti- 
mate what proportion of the  omissions ere  attributable to this 
classification would be highly subjective and correspondingly 
?2John Robert Gregg, Gre^g Shorthand Dictionary (Mew York: 
Gregg Publishing Company,   1930)",  p.  v. 
19 
TABLE III 
RELATIVE FREQUENCIES 0^ WORD-FORMS ENDING WITH SUFFIX "ING* 
"INGS" AND OF POSSESSIVE FORMS IN THE HORN-PETERSON 
LIST AND THE GREGG LIST 
OR 
Words with 
Initial "ing" or "ings" Possessive Forms 
Letter 
H-P Gregg H-P Gregg 
A 98 2 15 — 
B 84 2 15 — 
C 161 2 20 — 
D 106 _ — 16 -- 
E 78 3 4 — 
F 74 5 11 — 
G 33 1 5 — 
B 37 c 3 — 
I 66 S 5 — 
J 6 — 3 -- 
K 6 — — — 
L 51 2 7 — 
II 46 4 19 — 
I IS 2 4 1 
0 37 1 3 — 
P 116 1 15 ~ — 
Q 6 — 1 — 
R 166 -- 6 — 
s 7.79 11 21 — 
T 64 9 9 — 
u 19 17 — -- 
V 15 — — — — 
.7 44 6 12 ~ 
X — — — — 
I 2 2 4 — 
Z — -- ""• ~" 
Total 1,480 79 196 1 
20 
unsound.     Inspection of Appendix B shows that,  though the Gregg 1 ist 
has eliminated "cat" and "dog," examples  cited as  short,   simple words 
easily written in shorthand,   it includes "be," "but," "day," "man," 
"take," and others.     It seems highly improbable that this type of 
omission could account for a major portion of the  remaining items of 
the Horn-Peterson list, which represents more than 6,000 words not 
accounted  for by the measurable  omissions  from the Gregg list. 
▲ liberal interpretation of related but not identical entries 
suggests  approximate equivalence in derivatives.    The typed data 
show,  for  example,   the  forms  "affect," "affected,"  "affecting," 
"affection," "affective," and "affects"  in one list and "affect," 
"affectation," "affectionate,"  "disaffected," and "unaffectedly," 
in the other.    On the assumption that the shorthand writer can there- 
fore ascertain the necessary sound-symbol  in the Gregg list to apply 
to the ranked word-form of the Horn-Peterson list,  the  findings,  in 
numerical terms, may fail to reveal the  full extent of equivalence 
from a practical  standpoint. 
Nevertheless,   the measured findings warrant the conclusion 
that the  extent of agreement between the two lists are  relatively 
small.     The Horn-Peterson list offers 14,721 words that are known to 
have been used in business letters,  yet the Shorthand Dictionary, 
presenting 18,671 entries,   records  only 6,368 of these  specific 
word-forms. 
Both lists are  challengeable as to reliability.     In view of 
the  subjectivity of the  selecting and eliminating to draw less than 
18,000 different words  from a dictionary range of approximately 
100,000 words for the Gregg Shorthand Dictionary, and the  limited 
21 
samplings  of low-frequency words in the Horn-Fetersen  list,  neither 
•f the   lists  should have unqualified acceptance  as a measure  of 
business writing vocabulary.    The  findings  of this  study support 
the  comment by Humphrey that "the proper function of the word-frequency 
count  in the  selection of shorthand practice material should be that 
of  insuring that the running material  selected is neither restricted 
to the  commonest words nor unduly  studded with unusual and infrequent 
words.   .   . The teacher fully aware of the implications  inherent in 
word-frequency counts.   .   .will insist upon a supply of dictation 
materi?.l that has been proved to approximate the  vocabulary burden 
4 
of ordinary English as shown by a suitable word-frequency analysis."' 
Evidence  from this  study seem to show there  is a need for a 
revision of the Sregg Shorthand Dictionary.    Such a revision should 
be beneficial particularly to future  students  of Gregg shorthand. 
,23 
23Clyde If.  Humphrey,   "Is Word Frequency Misused?" The Business 
Education World,  ZXV, He.  9  0-ay,  1»45),  p.  469. 
22 
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APPENDIX A 
WORDS FOUND IN BOTH SHORTHAND DICTIONARY 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































c 01 cession 

















































































































































































co-operate  (cooperate) 
co-operation (cooperation) 
co-operative (cooperative) 
oo-ordinate  (coordinate) 
copartnership 































































































































































APPENDIX A    (Continued) 
daughter-in-law defective depart 
davenport defend department 
day defendant departmental 
day 8 defense departure 
dayti:ae defenseless depend 
dead defer dependable 
deaf deficiency depended 
deal deficit dependence 
dealer define dependent 
deals definite depleted 
dealt definiteness depletion 
dear definition deportation 
dearer definitive deportment 
dearest deformed deposes 
death deformity deposit 
dearth defraud deposition 
debate defray depositor 
debated deft depository 
debt defiance depot 
debit degree depreciate 
debtor delay depreciation 
decade delegate depression 
deceased delegation deprive 
decent delete depth 
decide deliberate deputy 
decidedly deliberately derive 
decides delicate derogatory 
decision delight derrick 
decisive delighted desoribe 
declare delightful description 
declaration delinquent desoriptive 
decline delinquency desert 
declined deliver deserted 
decomposed deliverance deserve 
decorate deliverer desi gn 
decoration delivery designate 
decrease demand designation 
decreased demise designed 
decree democracy designer 
dedicate demonstrate desirable 
dedication demonstrator desire 
deduct demoralization desires 
deductible demoralise desirous 
deduction demoralized desperate 
deed demurrage desperation 
deeded demurrer despite 
deep denim dessert 
default denomination destination 
default ed density destine 
defeat dental destined 
defeated dentist destroy 
defect deny destroyed 





































































































































































dl via end 
division 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APiiiNDIX A    (Continued) 
fictitious fondness fracture 
fidelity fool fragile 
field foolish franchise 
figure foot fraternity 
filament football fraternal 
filter footnote free 
final for freed 
finally forage freedom 
finance force freely 
financial forced freight 
find forceful frequency 
finder forces frequent 
finds forearm frequently 
fine forecast fresh 
finger foreclose freshen 
finish foreclosure freshman 
fire foreign freshness 
fireman foreigner friend 
fireproof foremost friendly 
firm forenoon friendship 
first forest fringe 
fiscal forestry front 
fish foretell frontage 
fit forge frontier 
fix forged frost 
fixation forgery fruit 
fixes forget fuel 
fixture forgot fulfill 
flagrant fork fulfillment 
flame form full 
flange formal fullness 
flannel formally fully 
flash fornetion function 
flattered formerly functional 
flattery formula fundamental 
flavor formulate fur 
fleet forthcoming furnace 
flexible forthwith furnish 
float fortify furnishings 
florist fortnight furniture 
flour fortune further 
flower fortunate furtherance 
flush forward furthermore 
flute foster fuse 
fly foul futile 
fold found future 
foliage foundation gain 
folio founded gained 
folk foundry gallon 
follow fountain gamble 
follower fox garage 
follows fractional gardener 
■■ 
JL-16 
APPENDIX A    (Continued) 
garland goiter grievance 
garment gold grind 
garnet golden grinder 
garnish golf grocer 
garnishee gondola grocery 
garnishment gone ground 
garter good group 
gasoline good-by grow 
gastric goodly grower 
gate goodness grown 
gather goose grudge 
gathered gorge guarantee 
gauge gossip guaranteed 
gauntlet govern guard 
gauze government guardian 
gay governmental guidance 
gazette governor guide 
general grace guided 
generally grade guilty 
generation gradual guinea 
generator gradually guitar 











gentleman grammar habitual 
gentlemen grammatical hair 
genuine grand hammer 
geography grandmother hampered 
hand geology granite 
geometry grant handbook 
germinate grape handful 
giant graphic handicap 
gift grapple handkerchief 
gifted grasshopper handle 
ginger grateful handmade 
girl gratis handsome 
give gratitude handwriting 
given gravel hang 
giver gravitate hanger 
glad gravity happen 
gladly grease happened 
glass great happily 
globe greater happiness 
gloomily greatest happy 
glorious greatly harbor 
glossary greatness hard 
glove greed hardener 
glucose green hardship 
glue greenhouse hardware 
go gridiron harm 
goat grief harmful 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX A    (C                 ) 
pity pole 
place police 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPEHDIX A (Continued) 
1-32 
rotate sapphire section 
rotation satin sectional 
rotten satisfaction secure 
rouge satisfactory securely 
rough satisfy security 
roughly sauoe sedan 
round saucer sedentary 
roundhouse sausage sediment 
route savage seepage 
routed save segment 
routine saved segregation 
royal saw seized 
royally sawdust seldom 
royalty sawn select 
rub scalp selected 
rubber scant selection 
ruin scarce selective 
rule scarcity selectivity 
ruled scarf self 
rumor scarlet selfish 
runner scattered 3elf-supporting 
rural scene semester 
rush scenery semiannual 
rushed scenic seminar 
rust schedule seminary 
saored scheme semlweekly 
sacrifice school senate 
sad scholar senator 
safe scholarly senatorial 
safe-keeping scholarship send 
(safekeeping) scholastic sender 
safely schoolmaster senior 
safety schoolroom sensational 
salable science sense 
salad scientific sensible 
salaried scope sensitive 
salary score sensory 
sale scraper sent 
salesman screw sentence 
salient script sentiment 
saliva scroll sentimental 
salmon seal sentinel 
salt sealed separate 
salvage search separately 
sane searchlight separation 
sample season separator 
sanction seasonable sequence 
sand seasonal serge 
sandal seasoned serial 
sane second serially 
sanitary secondary series 
sanitation secretary serious 





























































































































































APPENDIX A    (Continued) 
1-84 
soap southerly spurn 
sober southwest squadron 
social souvenir square 
socialism space squirrel 
socially spare stability 
society spared stabilisation 
sociology spark stable 
soda speak stadium 
soft speaker staff 
soil special stage 
sojourn specialist stain 
solace specialize stained 
solder specially stair 
soldier specialty stairway 
solicit specific stalk 
solicitation specification stamp 
solicitor specify stand 
solicitude specimen standard 
solid spectacular standard!zation 
solidly speech standardise 
solitude speed standpoint 
solution speedily standstill 
solve speedometer staple 
some spell star 
somebody speller starch 







sometime spilled state 
sometimes spinal statement 
somewhat spineless static 
somewhere spiral station 
song spirit 
stationary 
son-in-law spite stationery 
soon splendid 
statistical 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































unsaid v 01 tion 











APPENDIX A    (Continued) 
A-40 
vanilla violet warned 
vanity violin warp 
vapor virgin warrant 
variable virtually warranted 
variance virtue warranty 
variation visibility was 
variety visible wash 
various vision washer 
varnish visit washout 
vary visitor waste 
vast visor wasteful 
vault visualize watch 
vegetable vital watchman 
vehicle vitalize water 
velvet vitally waterway 
veneer vitreous watt 
ventilator vivid way 
venture vocabulary waybill 
verb vocal wayfarer 
verbal vocation wayside 
verbally vocational weak 
verdict voice weaken 
verification void weakened 
verify volition weakness 
vermilion volt wealth 
vermin voltage weary 
vernacular volume weather 
verse voluntarily weatherproof 
version voluntary week 
versus volunteer week end (week- end) 
vertical vote weekly 
very voted weight 
vessel voter welcome 
vest vouched welfare 
vestibule voucher well 
veteran voyage were 
veterinary Vulgate west 
veto waffle westerly 
viaduct wage western 
vibrate wager westward 
vibration wagon wet 
vicinity waist whack 
victor walk whele 
victory walnut wharf 
viewed want wharfage 
vigor war wharves 
vigorous ward what 
village wardrobe whatever 
vinegar warehouse whatsoever 
vineyard warm wheat 
violation warmth wheel 
violent warn when 
APPENDIX A    (Continued) 
A-41 
whenever wine workshop 
where wing world 
whereabouts winner worm 












whereon wise worth 
whereupon wisely worthless 
wherever wiser worthy 
whether wish would 
which wit wreck 
whichever with wrench 
while withdraw wringer 
whilst withdrawal wrist 





whisk withhold wrong 
whistle within wrongly 
white without yacht 
who withstand yard 
whoever witness yardage 
whole wizard yarn 
wholesale woe year 
wholesaler wolf yearly 
wholesome woman yeast 
wholly women yellow 
whose won yes 
why wonder yesterday 
wide wonderful yet 
widen won't yield 
widespread wood you 
widow wooden yourself 
width woodwork young 
wife wool younger 
wild word youngster 
wildfire worded youth 
will wore youthful 
willow work zephyr 
winch workable zero 
wind worked zinc 
windmill worker zone 
window workmanship zoology 
1 
APP3NDIX B 
WORDS FOUND IN HQRN-PETZRSON LIST BUT 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX B (Continue') 
basing becoming berry 
basins bedd ing berthas 
bas':st bedrock berths 
baskets bedrooms besides 
basque beds bet 
bass bedside bettering 
basso beech betterments 
baste beechnut bewildered 
bat beef bias 
batch been bibliographical 
batches beer bibliographies 
bath beers bidder 
bathing beet bidders 
bathroom beets bidding 
batiste began blda 
bats begged big 
battered begin bigger 
batteries beginner biggest 
batters beginners bike 
battleship beginning bill book 
bawled beginnings bill booked 
bay begins bill booking 
bazaar begs bill books 
be begun billed 
beach beholder billfolds 
bead being billiard 
beaded believe billing 
beading believed billings 
beads believer bills 
beam believers bimonthly 
beams believing bin 
beaned bellies bind 
beans bellows bindable 
bear bells binder 
bearer belonged binders 
bearing belonging bindery 
bearings belongings binding 
bears belongs bindings 
beat belted bins 
beaten belting biographical 
beatings belts biographies 
beautification bending birch 
beautified beneficiaries bird 
beautifully beneficiary's bird's 
beautifying benefited bird's-eye 
beaverette benefiting birds 
beaverized benefits biscuit 
become bent biscuits 
become bereavement bishoprics 
becomes berries bites 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX B    (Continued) 
B-16 
dispirited documents dramatics 
displace doss dramatizations 
displaced doesn't dramatised 
displacing dog drank 
displained dog's drape 
display dogs draperies 
displayed doilies drapes 
displaying doing draster 
displays doleful drawees 
disposals doll drawers 
disposed dollars drawing 
disposing dolly drawings 
disputed done dray 
disregarded domestics drayage 
dissatisfactory donating drayman 
dissatisfied donations draying 
disseminated done dreams 
disseminating don't dreary 
dissociation doomsday dredge 
dissolve doors dredged 
dissolved dope dredges 
dissolves doped dredging 
distances dormitories dress 
distended dose dressed 
distilled dotted dresser 
distinctly doubled dresses 
distinguished double-loading dressing 
distributed doubles dressmaker's 
distributes doubly dressmakers 
distributing doubting dressmaking 
distributions dough dress-up 
distributors doughs drew 
distributors' dovetailed dried 
disbricts dowel driers 
disturbances downs drifting 
disturbing downstairs drill 
ditch downwards drilled 
ditches dozens drilling 
ditching drab drills 
diverted drafted drink 
diverting drafting drinking 
dividends drafts drive 
dividing draftsman driven 
divisions draf tsmen driver 
do drag drivers 
dock dragged drives 
dockage dragging driveways 
dockets dragoons driving 
dootoring drag6 droll 
doctor's drain drone 
doctors drains dropped 
documentation dramas dropping 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX B    (Continued) 
moves necrosis nonmember 
moving needing nonmilitary 
mowers needle nonoperating 
muchly needlessly nonproduction 
mud needs mnreceipt 
muddy needy nonregistered 
muff neglected nonresidence 
mulehide neglecting nonrotating 
mules neglects nonsale 
mull negligees nonsettlement 
mullions negotiated nonsupported 
Multigraph negotiating nontransparent 
multigraphing negotiations nonvaccinated 
multiples negro noondays 
municipalities negroes nor 
musically neighboring northers 
musicians neighbors northwestern's 
muskrat-lined nerves notaries 
muskrats nest notary public 
mustards nested notations 
mutilations nests notch 
mutual's net notched 
my nets noteholders 
myths netted notes 
nagging netting noticeably 
nail neutralized noticed 
nailed newels notices 
nailing news noticing 
nailless newspapers notified 
nails newsprint notifying 
named niceties noting 







napkins night letters novelties 
narcotics night's November 
narratives nipple numbered 
nationalized nipples numbering 
nations nips numbers 
nation-wide no numerating 
native-born nod nurser 
naught noisy nurseries 







necessitates nondelivery nutria 
necessities nonduplicating nuts 
necklaces nonfiction nutshell 
necks nonlateral oak 
necrosed nonlayers oats 
















































































































































































































































parcel post paymasters 
parcels payments 
pardoned pay roll 
parents pay rolls 


















party' s peel 
passbook peeling 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































... ^«1 nf!f readopt 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































spark plug split 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WORDS FOUND IN SHORTHAND DICTIONARY BUT 


































































































































 ^he asterisk appearing before a word indicates that it was 
not listed in alphabetical order. 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dei:  nciatory 
deodorize 
depict 

















































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C  (Continued) 
dispersion distrust dormouse 
♦displease distrusted dowager 
disport distrustful dower 
dispossess disturbance downfall 
disproof disturber ♦downhearted 
disproportion disuse downright 
disoroportionate diurnal doxology 
disprove divagate dragon 
disputation divagation dragoon 
disputatious divan dramatist 
disqualify diverre dramatize 
disquisition divergent drawbridge 
disreputable divers dread 
disrepute diverse dreaded 
disrespect diversification dreadnaught 
disrupt divest dreamed 
disruption divider dreamer 
dissatisfy divisible dreamily 
dissect divisor droop 
dissection divination drought 
dissemble divine drown 
disseminate divined drowned 
dissemination divinity drudge 
dissension divorcee drunk 
dissent dizziness drunkard 
dissented dizzy drunken 
dissenter docile drunkenness 
dissidence docility driest 
dissimilar dockyard dryly 
dissimilarity doctorate dryness 
dissimulate doctrinaire dry-shod 







dissoluble dogmatic ductility 
dissolute dogmatize duel 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C     (Continued) 
ominous optometry oscillation 
omnibus opulence oscillatory 
omnipotence opulent osculate 
omnipotent opus osier 
omnipresent oracle osmium 
omniscience oracular osmosis 
omniscient oracularly osprey 
oneness orally osseous 
onerous orangeade ossify 
oneself oration ostensible 
one-sided orator ostentation 
onlooker oratorical ostentatious 
onomatopoeia oratorio osteopath 
onus oratory ostracism 
onward orb ostracize 
ooze orbit otiose 
opacity orchestral outcast 
opal orchestrate outcrop 
opalesce orchestration outcry 
opalescence ordain outdistance 
opalescent ordination outdoors 
open-air ordeal outermost 
open-eyed orderliness outfield 
open-faced ordinal outgeneral 
open-hearted ordinate outlandish 
open-hearth ordnance outlaw 
openness organically outnumber 
openwork organism outrage 
operable orgy outreach 
ophthalmology orientalism outrigger 
opiate orientalist outtalk 
opinionated orientate outwit 
opinionative orientation overawe 
opium orifice overbalance 
opponent origination overboard 
opportunism originative overburden 
opportunist oriole overcapitalize 
opposes orion overdevelop 
oppress ormolu overdo 
oppression ornamentation overdriven 
oppressive ornate overexpose 
oppressor ornithology overhand 
opprobrious orotund overhang 
opprobrium orphan overinfluence 
optic orphanage overpower 
optical orphaned overproduction 
optician orphanhood overreach 
optimism orthochromatic overseer 
optimist orthodox overshadow 
optimistical orthoepy overshoe 
optimum orthography oversubscribe 
ootometrist oscillate overt 
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APPSNDIX C     (Continued) 
C-49 
prooitious provi sional •lunishable 
proportionable proviso ounished 
oroponent provisory punitive 
proDOund provost ouny 
oroprietary proximate purblind 
propriety proximo ourgatory 
prorogue prudence purge 
prosaic prudential purifier 
proscenium prurient purify 
proscribe Prussian purism 
proscription psalm purist 
oroscriptive psalmist Puritan 
prosecutor psalmody purlieu 
proselyte oseudonym purloin 
prosody psychiatrist nurloined 
prospered psychiatry Durplish 
orostrate psychic purport 
prostration psychoanalysis purposeless 
protagonist otomaine purser 
protectionist publicist pursuance 
protector pucker purulent 
protectorate pudding purvey 
protege Duddle purveyance 
Protestant pueblo purveyor 
Protestantism pugilism purview 
protestation pugilist pusillanimity 
protocol uugilistic pusillanimous 
protoplasm pugnacious pustule 
prototype pugnacity putative 
protoxide puissance putrefaction 
protract puissant putrefactive 
protraction pullet putrefy 
protractive pulmonary putrescence 
protractor pulmotor Dutrescent 
protrude pulsate putrid 
protrusion pulsation puzzle 
protrusive pulsator pygmy 
protuberance pulsatory pyramidal 
protuberant pulverization pyre 
prouder pulveri ze oyrography 
proudest oumice nyrometer 
proudly pumpkin pyrotechnics 
provable punctilio quackery 
proverb punctilious quadrangle 
proverbial punctual quadrant 
providence punctuality quadruped 
provident punctually quadruple 
providential punctuate quadruplex 
provider puncture quagmire 
provincialism pungency quail 
provinciality pungent quaint 
provincially punish quaker 
C-50 
APPENDIX C    (Continued) 
qualm rabies rapacious 
quantitative raced rapacity 
quarantine racer rapidity 
quarrel racially rapier 
quarrelsome racily rapport 
quarry raciness rapture 
quartile raconteur rapturous 
quartz radial rarefaction 
quatrain radially rarefy 
quaver radiance rareness 
quay radiancy rarer 
quayage radiant rarest 
quench radiate rascal 
quenchless radiated rascality 
querulous radically rascally 
questioner radii rash 
quibble radioactive rasher 
quicken radiogram rp.shest 
quicklime radiophone rashly 
quicksand radiotelegraphy raspberry 
quicksilver radiotele phone ratification 
quick-witted radish ratify 
quiescent radiuses ratiocination 
quieted raffle rational 
quietness raft rationalism 
quietude ragamuffin rationalist 
quietus ragout rationalistic 
quill raid rationalization 
quilt railhead rationalize 
quinine raillery rationally 
quinquennial raiment rattan 
quintessence raindrop rattle 
quintet rainier rattler 
quirk rainiest rattlesnake 
quitrent raisin rattly 
quittance ramble raucous 
quitter rambler ravage 
quiver ramification ravel 
quixotic ramify raven 
quiz ramp ravenous 
quizzical rampage ravine 
quoin rampant ravish 
quoit rancher rawboned 
quodam ranchero rawness 
quotable ranchman ray 
quoth rancho rayless 
quotidian rancidly reactionary 
quotient rancor readability 
rabbi rancorous readmission 
rabbit rankle reaffirm 
rabble ransack reagent 
rabid ransom realist 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C    (Continued) 
♦rework ripple roundness 
rhapsodic ripsaw roundsman 
rhapsodist risen rout 
rhapsodize risibility royalism 
rhapsody risible rubberize 
rhetorical rite rubbery 
rhetorician ritual rubbish 
rheumatic ritualistic rubicund 
rheumatoid ritually ruble 
rhinitis rivalry ruddily 
rhinoceros riverside ruddiness 
rhythm roadbed ruddy 
rhythmic roadstead rude 
rhythmical roam rudely 
ribald roamed rudeness 
ribaldry roamer ruder 
ribband roast rudiment 
richer roaster rudimental 
riches robin rudimentary 
richest robust rueful 
richly rodent ruffian 
richness rodman ruffle 
ridden rogue ruffled 
riderless roguery ruination 
ridicule roguish ruined 
riffraff roguishly ruinous 
rifled Roman ruler 
rifleman romantic rumble 
right-angled romanticism ruminant 
righteousness rondeau ruminate 
rightful rookery rumination 
right-hand roomer ruminative 
Tightness roomful rummage 
rigidity roomy rumple 
rigidly rot rumpus 
rigor rotative rupture 
ringbolt rotator ruralize 
ringbone rotatory rurally 
ringed rotor russet 
ringer rottenness rustic 
ringleader rotund rusticate 
ringlet rotunda rusticity 
ringmaster rotundity ruthenium 
riot roughcast ruthless 
rioted roughdry Sabbath 
riotous roughen sabbatical 





ripeness roughness sachem 
riper roulette sachet 
ripest roundly sacrament 
APPENDIX C    (Continued) 
C-55 
sacramental sanguinary scandal 
sacrificial sanguine scandalization 
sacrilege sanity scandalize 
sacrilegious saDient scandalous 
sacristan saDonify Scandinavian 
sacristy saraband scansion 
sacrosanct sarcasm scantily 
sadden sarcastic scantiness 
sadness sarcoma scapula 
safe-conduct sarconhagi scapular 
safeguard sarcophagus scarab 
safeness sardine scarification 
saffron sardonic scarify 
sagacious sardonyx scarlantina 
sagacity sarsaparilla scatter 
sahib sartorial scavenger 
saint sassafras scenario 
sainted satanic scenical 
sa' nt.liness satchel scent . 
saintly satiable scented 
salability satiate scepter 
salamander satiation schematic 
salience satiety schematize 
saline satire schemer 
salivate satiric scherzo 
salivation satirical schism 
salon satirist schismatic 
saloon satirize schist 
saltcellar saturate scholasticism 
salted saturation schoolbook 
saltpeter saturnine schoolboy 
salty saucepan schoolhouse 
salubrious saucily schooner 
salutary sauciness sciatica 
salutation saucy scientist 
salutatorian sauerkraut scimitar 
salutatory saunter scintilla 
salute savable scintillant 
salvation savagely scintillate 
salve savagery scintillation 
sameness savanna scion 
samovar savior scissors 
sampler savor scoff 
:;anatorium sawhorse scoffer 
sanatory sawyer scorch 

















APPENDIX C    (Continued) 
scrawl sedimentary self-indulgence 
scribble sedimentation self-interest 
scriptural sedition selfishness 
scripture seditious self-love 
scrub seduce self-mede 
scruple seducer self-Derception 
scrupulosity seduces self-possessed 
scrupulous seducible self-reliance 
scrutinize se iuction *self-reliant 
scrutiny seductive self-renunciation 
scuffle se lulous self-reproach 
scullion seemly self-resoect 
sculptor seersucker self-restraint 
sculptural seethe self-righteous 
sculpture segmental self-sacrifice 
scum segmentary self-satisfied 
scurrility segmentation self-starter 
scurrilous segregate self-styled 
scurvy seismograph self-sufficient 
scythe seismology self-surrender 
sealskin seizable selvage 
searcher seize semantics 
secede seizes semaphore 
secession seizure semblance 
secessionist selectman semicircle 
seclude selector semicircular 
secluded selenium semicivilized 
seclusion *self-addressed semicolon 
secondarily self-assertion semidetached 
seconded self-assured semifinal 
seconder self-command semiofficial 
secondly self-complacency semi opague 
secrecy self-conceit semiprecious 
secret self-confidence seinitransparent 
secretarial self-conscious senatorially 
secretariat self-contained senatorship 
secreted self-contradiction senile 
secretion self-contradictory senility 
secretive self-control seniority 
secretly self-deceit sensate 
secretory self-defense sensation 
sect self-denial sensationalism 
sectarian self-destruction sensationally 
sectary self-date rmined senseless 
sectionalism self-educated sensibility 
sectionalize self-esteem sensitivity 
sectionally self-evident sensitization 
sector self-examination sensitize 
secular self-executing sensitizer 
sedate self-government sensual 
sedateness self-importance sensualism 
sedative self-induced sensuality 
APPENDIX C     (Continued) 
C-57 
sensually settler sherbet 
sensuous severable sherry 
sententious severalty shiftless 
sentience severance shimmer 
sentiency severity shimmory 
sentient sextant - shipboard 
sentimental! sm sextet shipbuilder 
sentimentalist sexton shipload 
sentimentality shabbily shipmate 
sentimentalize shabbiness shipowner 
sentimentally shackle shipshape 
sentry shadier shipwreck 
separability shadiest shipwright 
separable shadily shipyard 
separatist shadiness shire 
separative shadowy shirk 
sepia Shakespearean shiver 
sepoy shakily shoddy 
sepsis shakiness shopkeeper 
septic shallowly shoplifter 
sepulcher shallowness shortcake 
sepulchral shamble shortcoming 
sepulture shamefaced short-lived 
sequel shameful shortsighted 
sequester shameless shortstop 
sequestered shamnoo showily 
sequestrate shamrock showiness 
sequestration shanghai showy 
sequin shan't shrank 
Sequoia shapeless shrewd 
seraph shapeliness shrift 
seraphic shapely shrine 
seraphim shared shrive 
Serbian sharer shriven 
serenada sharpen shroud 
serenata sharpened shrug 
serene sharpener shudder 
serenely sharpness shuddered 
sereneness sharpshooter shuffled 
serenity sharp-witted shun 
serf shatter shunned 
sergeant shear shunt 
sermonize she; th shutter 
serous sheepish shier! 
serpent sheerer shier 
serpentine sheerest shiest 
servile sheerly shy 
servility sheerness shyly 
servitor shellac shyness 
servitude shellfish sibilant 
sesame sheltered sibyl 
settee shelterless sickened 




















































































































































































































































speciali zation SDortive 
specie sportsman 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C (Continued) 
0-67 
treadle trituration tungsten 
treason triume tunic 
treasonable triumph turban 
treasured triumphal turbid 
treaty- triumphant turbidity 
tremble triumvirate turbidly 
tremolo triviality turbulence 
tremor trivially turbulent 
tremulous troche tureen 
trenchancy trod turgid 
trenchant trodden turgidity 
trencher trolley turkey 
trepan trooper turmeric 
trephine tropic turnbuckle 
trepidation troth turncoat 
trespasser troubadour turnip 
triad troublous turnpike 
triangulate trousseau turoitude 
tribal trout turquoise 
tribesman trowel turret 
tribulation truancy turtle 
tribunal truant tutor 
tribute truckage twaddle 
trick truckle tweezers 
trickery truculence twilight 
trickily truculent twinkle 
trickiness trudge twirl 
trickle trueness two-faced 
trickled truer two-handed 
trickster truest two-ply 
tricycle truism twosome 
trident trumpet two-step 
triennial trumpeter tyDesetter 
trifler truncate tyohoid 
trigger truncheon tynhus 
trillion trundle typification 
trillium trustful typify 
trilogy tryst typography 
trimly tsar typothetae 
trimness tuba tyrannical 
trinity tuber tyrannicide 
trinket tubercle tyrannize 
trio tuberculin tyrannous 
triphthong tuberculous tyranny 
triplet tuberose tyrant 
triplex tumble tyro 
triplication tumult tzar 
triply tumultuous ubiquitous 
triptych tuned ubiquity 
trisect tuneful ugliness 
trite tuneless ugly 
triturate tuner ukase 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPIiNDIX C (Continued) 
virtuosity voiceless warfare 
virtuoso voidable warlike 
virtuous voided warpath 
virulence volatile warned 
virulent volatility warrantor 
virus volatilization warren 
visa volatilize warrior 
visage volcanic warship 
viscera volcano wary 
viscid volitional washable 
viscidity voltaic washstand 
viscosity voltammeter wasp 
viscount voltmeter wassail 
viscous volubility wastage 
vise voluble wastebasket 
visionary volumetric wastrel 
visual voluminous watchcase 
visualization voluptuary watchdog 
visually voluptuous watchful 
visitation volute watchmaker 
vista vomit watch tower 
vitality voracious watchword 
vitalization voracity watercourse 
vitamin vortex waterfall 
vitiate votive waterfowl 
vitiated vouch water-logged 
vitiation vouchsafe watermark 
vitrify vowel watermelon 
vitrification vulcanization watershed 
vitriol vulcanize water-tight 
vitriolic vulgar waterworks 
vituperate vulgarian watery 
vituperation vulgarism wattage 
vituperative vulgarization wattmeter 
vivacious vulgarize waver 
vivacity vulgarly wax 
vivification vulnerability waxed 
vivify vulnerable waxen 
vivisect vulture waxiness 
vivisection wabble wayward 
vivisectionist waddle weakling 
vivisector wafer weakly 
vixen waft wealthily 
vizier Wagnerian weapon 
vocalism wakeful wearily 
vocalist walker wearisome 
vocalization walkout weasel 
vocalize walrus weather-beaten 
vocally waltz weathercock 
vocationally wampum web 
vociferous wander weekday 
voiced "arden weep 
APPENDIX C    (Continued) 
C-73 
weird wigwam woolen 
well-born wilderness wordily 
well-favored wildness wordiness 
welter willful workaday 
westerner wily workhouse 
wetness wind workman 
whaleback windage worktable 
whalebone windbreak worldliness 
wharfinger windfall worldly 
whatnot windily worm-eaten 
wheaten wineglass wormhole 
wheatworm wingless wormwood 
whence wink worriment 
whensoever wireless worrisome 
whereat wirepulling worship 
wherefrom wisest orshiper 
whereof wisher worshipful 
wheresoever wishful worshipped 
wherewith wistaria worthily 
wherewithal witticism worthiness 
whichsoever wittily wound 
whilom wittiness wound 
whim witch wounded 
whimsical witchery wove 
whimsicality- withstood wraith 
whipcord wizardry wrangle 
whippet woebegone wrath 
whipstock woeful wrathful 
whirlpool wolfhound wreath 
whirlwind wolfish wreckage 
whisky wolverine wrecker 
whisper wolves wrest 
whist womanhood wrestle 
whitecap womankind wrestler 
whitefish womanlike wretch 
whiten womanliness wretchedness 
whiteness womanly wriggle 
whitewood wonderland wright 
whither v.onderrnent uring 
whittle wonderstricken wrinkle 
whole-hearted wonderwork writ 
whoop wondrous wronged 
wicked wont wrongful 
wickedness woo wrong-headed 
wickerwork wooed wrongness 
wicket wooer wroth 
wideness woodcraft xebec 
widowed woodcut xenon 
widower wooded xyloohone 
widowhood woodland yacthsman 
wield woodworm yak 
wigwag woof yam 
^■1 








































WORDS PRESENTED IN MULTIPLE* LISTINGS 































































































































♦Uncoded  items  represent words that appear twice in 
the dictionary listing.    The  figure 3  in parentheses after 
a word indicates that the word appears 3 times;   the figure 
4 in parentheses indicates that the word appears 4 times. 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WORDS OCCURRING ONLY ONCE BUT NOT LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL 













































































































































































WORDS APPEARING IN INTRODUCTION IN ADDITION TO 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX F (Continued) 
telegrapher 
telegraphical 
telegraphy- 
tempestuous 
tenacious 
terminate 
theatric 
theologian 
thermometer 
tingle 
titular 
tortuous 
transfuse 
translate 
triangle 
triangular veracious 
tubular vernaculer 
ultimate vexatious 
unctuous vibrate 
unfortunate vicarious 
universe vicious 
university vindicate 
vacate violate 
vanish violet 
variegate virtuous 
varnish vivacious 
vegetate voracious 
vehicular western 
venerate whirlwind 
ventilate wrangle 
